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Abstract

There is growing evidence from patient and neuroimaging studies that the anterior temporal lobe should be considered a crucial part of the neural network that underpins language. Specifically, this region supports semantic representations that play a key role in various aspects of language processing. In this study, we tested the critical importance of this region for language processing in normal participants by applying repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation over the left ATL semantic region. The ability to generate the past tense of English verbs has been used to test neurocognitive models of language. Accordingly, we used this aspect of language to investigate the impact of rTMS over the left ATL. As predicted by single mechanism accounts of past tense generation, ATL rTMS had a selective impact on participants’ ability to generate the past tense of irregular verbs. When combined with other evidence, these results confirm that the ATL semantic hub is a key component of the neural network for language.
Introduction

Since the seminal aphasiological studies of Broca, Wernicke and their colleagues, researchers have attempted to understand which brain regions are implicated in language processing. Both traditional and some contemporary models of the language network tend to focus upon classical, perisylvian language centres such as Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas, supramarginal and angular gyri, etc. (e.g., Catani and Ffytche, 2005; Friederici, 2009; Mesulam, 1998). There is growing evidence, however, that regions beyond these classical regions should be included within the language neural network (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Wise, 2003). The target of this study was one such region – the anterior temporal lobe (ATL). It is likely that this region was not considered in the classical aphasiological models because CVA rarely affects the anterior temporal region. This may be for two reasons: (i) while the exact arterial distribution varies from individual to individual, the ATL most often has a double blood supply (the anterior temporal cortical artery of the middle cerebral artery and the anterior temporal branch of the distal posterior cerebral artery: Borden, 2006; Conn, 2003) and (ii) the anterior temporal cortical artery branches below the main trifurcation of the MCA and thus may be less vulnerable to emboli. This absence of evidence for the contribution of the ATL to language processing has been exacerbated by both technical limitations of standard fMRI (the ATL suffers from magnetic field inhomogeneities that distort and degrade the BOLD signal: Devlin et al., 2000) and because many PET/fMRI studies have used a restricted field-of-view thereby failing to sample the ATL (Visser et al., 2009).

The hypothesis that the ATL is a critical part of the language neural network is formulated in two steps. The first reflects the observation that this region is critically important in semantic memory. In the context of pronounced atrophy and hypometabolism of the inferior and lateral aspects of the anterior temporal lobe (ATL), SD patients present with a progressive yet selective degradation of amodal semantic representations (Lambon Ralph and Patterson, 2008; Nestor et al., 2006; Patterson et al., 2006). This converges with PET- and MEG-based
studies that find anterior temporal lobe activations when participants are required to comprehend words or pictures (Marinkovic et al., 2003; Vandenberghe et al., 1996). Importantly for this study, when repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is applied to the lateral ATL, normal participants exhibit a selective slowing on semantic tasks (the same stimulation does not affect non-semantic tasks matched for overall difficulty: Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Pobric et al., 2007).

The second step in our working hypothesis derives from computational models of language processing (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996). The core idea underpinning these approaches is that many different language activities (reading, repetition, naming, past tense generation, etc.) are supported by interactions between a small set of primary brain systems (including semantics, phonology, vision, etc.: Patterson and Lambon Ralph, 1999), rather than each activity being housed in a separate, dedicated brain region. When one of these primary systems is impaired by brain damage (or temporarily suppressed by rTMS) a predictable impact should be felt across a variety of different language activities. Previous studies of SD patients indicate that, in face of the degradation of semantic knowledge, there is a predictable effect on a range of verbal and nonverbal activities that are not traditionally associated with semantic memory (Patterson et al., 2006). The hypothesis arising from these studies is that the ATL semantic system contributes to these language activities through its interactions with the other language centres. This idea rests, however, solely upon these SD data and these have been challenged on the basis that (a) SD patients might have a combination of semantic impairment combined with deficits to task-specific representations (though see: Patterson et al., 2006) and (b) because SD arises from a neurodegenerative disease, there is never an absolute boundary to the patients’ brain damage and there could be subtle damage or invasion of pathology remote to the ATL that is causing or contributing to each language impairment. As a consequence, it is critically important to test this hypothesis in alternatives ways and in neurologically-intact participants. We achieved this aim for the first time by use of rTMS over the ATL in order to
generate a temporary suppression of semantic memory (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Pobric et al., 2007).

Whilst there is a range of language activities that could act as a target (Patterson et al., 2006), we selected past tense generation of English verbs because this topic has been used as a test case for neurocognitive models of language processing for many years (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986). As per the primary systems hypothesis, connectionist models of verb inflection contend that phonological and semantic systems make joint contributions to each verb type (Bird et al., 2003; Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Patterson et al., 2001). Phonological factors play a crucial role in this domain because the past tense for both regular and irregular verbs are underpinned by various different phonological regularities and consistencies (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Seidenberg, 1997). Via the interaction between phonology and semantics, verb meaning provides a second source of constraint. While this is present for all real verbs, semantic memory is critically important for irregular verbs because it can counteract the overwhelming tendency for the phonological system to compute the regular form (following the phonological statistics of language: Patterson et al., 2001). Patterson et al. (2001) demonstrated that SD patients have a significant deficit for generating and recognising the irregular past tense and the extent of the irregular verb deficit was correlated with the patients’ degree of semantic impairment. The present study represents the first attempt to derive evidence from neurologically-intact participants that the ATL semantic system is critical for irregular past tense verbs and for language more generally. One might expect functional neuroimaging to be the major source of evidence for processing in neurologically-intact participants. This is overshadowed, however, by the fact that standard fMRI suffers from significant field inhomogeneities in the inferiorolateral and polar aspects of the ATL (Devlin et al., 2000). Thus, although the literature contains a small number of fMRI studies of past tense, including careful analyses of phonological factors (e.g., Desai et al., 2006), none has highlighted ATL activation.
**Method**

**Participants:** Twelve participants took part in the study (mean age 24 years). Ten of them had participated in our previous investigation which demonstrated a temporary, selective semantic slowing after ATL stimulation (Pobric et al., 2007). All were native English speakers and strongly right-handed, yielding a laterality quotient of at least +90 on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). None had a previous history of implants, seizures, neurological or psychiatric disease. Local ethics approval was granted for all procedures.

**Design:** A within-participant factorial design was used with TMS (pre-TMS baseline vs. post-TMS performance) and item type (regular, irregular or nonverb) as the two factors. We used the “virtual lesion” method in which a train of rTMS is delivered offline (in the absence of a concurrent behavioural task) and behavioural changes are probed during the extended refractory period. Behavioural testing began immediately after the last TMS pulse was delivered and performance was compared to baseline levels obtained prior to stimulation.

**Materials and task:** In order to provide direct comparison with the results from SD patients (see Introduction), the 100 verb set was taken directly from Patterson et al (2001). All verbs were monosyllabic in the present tense. Regular and irregular verbs were matched for frequency, familiarity and imageability. 50 verbs (25 regular, 25 irregular) were presented prior to any rTMS to determine baseline performance and 50 verbs (25 regular, 25 irregular) after rTMS. The two sets were counterbalanced across participants. Fifty nonwords derived from a single initial phoneme alteration of the uninflected form for each verb were also included before and after rTMS. Additionally, due to the strong tendency to regularise novel or nonce words (Pinker, 1998), 25 filler irregular verbs were added to each pre- and post-stimulation set. Items were presented in a random order during both test phases. A PC running SuperLab software (Cedrus Corporation, USA) allowed presentation of stimuli and recorded responses. Participants sat in front of a 15” monitor and were instructed to generate the past tense form as quickly and as
accurately as possible. Each verb stem was presented in the centre of the computer screen after a 400ms fixation point and 250ms inter-stimulus interval. The verb remained on screen until a response was detected. Response latencies were recorded via a voice-activated key and spoken responses were recorded on a digital voice recorder for offline error analysis.

Procedure: Exactly the same stimulation site and a very similar procedure as in Pobric et al (Pobric et al., 2007) were adopted. Focal magnetic stimulation of the ATL was delivered using a Magstim SuperRapid® (www.magstim.com) stimulator with a dual 70mm coil. For each participant, motor threshold was determined using visible twitch of the relaxed contralateral abductor pollicis brevis muscle. Repetitive TMS was applied for a total of 10 minutes (600 pulses at a frequency of 1Hz and an intensity of 120% motor threshold). To guide positioning of the TMS coil, structural T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired for each participant. Coregistration of the scalp surface with underlying cortical surface in each participant was achieved using the Ascension MiniBird tracking system and MRIreg freeware (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mrireg.html). Six facial landmarks (the vertex, inion, lower vermilion of the lip, nasion, and the tragus of each ear), selected as reproducible landmarks that would enable stereotaxic coregistration at test, were identified and marked on each participant using oil capsules prior to the structural scan. The ATL site was defined as 10mm posterior from the tip of the left temporal lobe along the middle temporal gyrus. This point was used in each participant as the anatomical landmark of the temporal pole. The average MNI coordinates for the ATL in standard space were (-53, 4, -32). The stimulating coil was held on the scalp surface over the marked site of stimulation with the handle directed posteriorly for all participants.

Data analysis: Only reaction times for correct responses were analysed. A further 2.5% of the trials were removed due to voice key mistriggers or participant false starts. The novel experience of rTMS had a generalised alerting effect on the participants leading to a generic speeding of reaction times after rTMS. The mean elicitation time (irrespective of verb type) prior to rTMS
was 931ms and after stimulation it was 865ms (there was no change in accuracy rates: 90% correct at baseline and 91% post stimulation). This non-specific speeding of reaction times after rTMS has been observed in studies applying a train of pulses during an inter-trial interval (e.g., Campana et al., 2002) and after offline rTMS (Knecht et al., 2002). In this study, the raw elicitation times were entered into an ANOVA to explore the impact of TMS and verb type. In order to observe the verb-specific TMS effect more clearly, Figure 1 shows the adjusted means (calculated by dividing raw reaction times for each participant by the mean reaction time of pre- and post-TMS conditions as appropriate. Each proportional was then scaled according to the grand mean to remove the generic speeding effect and equalise the reaction times in pre- and post-stimulation sessions). Planned comparison t-tests (one-tailed) were conducted on these adjusted values in order to compare the effect of ATL rTMS on each verb type. Following the primary systems hypothesis and previous results from SD patients (see Introduction), we expected to observe a relative slowing of elicitation times for the irregular verbs but no differences for regular or non-verbs.

**Results**

The effect of rTMS to the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) on each verb type is summarised in Figure 1. The results are clear and conform directly to the primary systems hypothesis (see Introduction). The ANOVA of elicitation times confirmed main effects of rTMS and verb type [F(1,11)=9.88, p=0.009; F(2,22)=7.51=0.003, respectively] and most importantly there was a significant interaction between the two factors [F(2,22)=4.28, p=0.03]. Planned comparisons demonstrated that this interaction reflected a relative slowing of elicitation times for irregular verbs [t(11)=2.79, p=0.02] in the context of an overall speeding up of responses after TMS as observed in the regular and nonce-verb conditions [t(11)=2.37, p=0.04; t(11)=1.63, p=0.13, respectively]. As can be seen in Figure 1, the relative slowing of elicitation times for irregular
verbs cannot be due to overall difficulty because the baseline reaction times for this verb type was intermediate between regular and nonce-verbs (both of which showed a trend towards quicker elicitation times after stimulation).

In line with our previous studies (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Pobric et al., 2007), we found that the rTMS effect was carried by reaction times and not by accuracy rates. An ANOVA found no main effect of TMS [F(1,11)<1], a main effect of verb type [F(2,22)=16.2, p<0.001: regular > nonword = irregular] and no interaction [F(2,22)<1].

Discussion

This study used rTMS to confirm that the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) semantic system should be included along with other classical perisylvian regions within the language neural network (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Wise, 2003). There is already convergent evidence for the first part of this hypothesis - that the ATL contributes an amodal representational system to semantic memory. This includes studies of patients with ATL damage (Bozeat et al., 2000; Jefferies and Lambon Ralph, 2006; Lambon Ralph et al., 2007), PET- and MEG-based investigations (Marinkovic et al., 2003; Vandenberghe et al., 1996) and rTMS to the lateral ATL (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Pobric et al., 2007). Strong evidence for the involvement of semantic memory in a variety of “non-semantic” language tasks has been derived from studies of patients with semantic dementia (Patterson et al., 2006) and thus, by implication, the ATL. Some researchers have urged caution, however, when linking the semantic impairment of SD solely to the ATL given that the boundary of pathology or dysfunction is graded in neurodegenerative conditions (Martin, 2007). Thus evidence in support of this idea from normal participants is a critical step. Previous studies have shown that rTMS to the lateral ATL produces a temporary, specific slowing of performance on semantic tasks (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Pobric et al., 2007). In this study, therefore, we repeated the same rTMS protocol and confirmed that this produces a specific effect on language tasks. By investigating the ability to produce the past
tense of English verbs, we were able to demonstrate that suppressing ATL semantic processing also leads to a relative slowing on irregular verbs alone. In contrast, elicitation times for regular verbs and novel verbs showed a tendency to be speeded.

This study adds to existing neuropsychological and computational investigations which suggest that language activities (e.g., reading, repetition, etc.) are not encapsulated within single modular processes but reflect the joint action of a network of brain regions, each of which supports sources of information, such as orthographic, phonological or semantic representations, that provide varying constraints for different cognitive skills (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Patterson and Lambon Ralph, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996). In single word processing, phonological representations provide a key source of constraint in terms of the surface representation of words but also because there are important regularities and consistencies that can be extracted from phonologically-related statistics (Seidenberg, 1997). Semantic representations also contribute to language activities even when the activity does not require comprehension of the words per se. Automatic interaction with word meaning is not instantiated in these models, but is an emergent property of comprehension and speech production, which are core, everyday language activities (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996). This interaction with word meaning is computationally beneficial because semantic representations tend to be orthogonal to phonology (words of similar meaning have different phonological forms; phonologically similar items tend to have very different meanings). Like positions on any Cartesian-based map, words can be uniquely specified by a combination of these two orthogonal axes (semantics and phonology Lambon Ralph, 1998; Marshall and Newcombe, 1973). Semantic constraint is additionally important because, in most language activities, many words follow a strong statistical pattern (for example, regular words in reading – e.g., MINT; or regular words for past tense – e.g, WALK → WALKED) but there are always exceptional patterns (e.g., PINT for reading, or RUN → RAN for past tense). In order to compute the correct form for these items, the strong statistical pattern can be counteracted in part by the constraint that comes from the interaction with meaning (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996).
This is perhaps the first study to demonstrate that the ATL semantic system in normal participants provides this form of semantic constraint in language activities. To date, the sole albeit strong evidence in favour of this idea derives from patients with semantic dementia (Patterson et al., 2006). There is growing evidence from MR tractography that the ATL is connected into perisylvian language centres (both prefrontal and temporoparietal regions: Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten, 2008; Makris et al., 2009). Thus there is the requisite structural connectivity to permit interaction between the ATL semantic system and classical language areas, as specified in the connectionist computational models of language (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996). Given this body of evidence from different methods, one might wonder why the ATL has not played a prominent role in classical models of aphasia or in the results of functional neuroimaging studies of language processing. As noted in the Introduction, this is most likely to reflect absence of evidence rather than evidence of absence. Classical aphasiological models are based primarily upon the results of stroke-induced aphasia and, given the privileged vascular supply of the ATL, there are very few cases of patients with stroke-induced ATL damage. In addition, given that fMRI suffers from distortion artefacts in this region and many previous PET-based studies have used a restricted field-of-view (Devlin et al., 2000; Visser et al., 2009) then it is possible that the role of the ATL in these language activities has not been sampled on a consistent basis. This possibility will need to be tested in future neuroimaging studies that overcome these technical limitations of standard fMRI.

We finish by considering what implications these results have for theories of past tense verb processing. This domain is dominated by two opposing views (Bird et al., 2003; Patterson et al., 2001; Ullman et al., 1997). The current results fit directly with the single mechanism connectionist models of past tense (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999). As noted above, these suggest that the past tense is computed by a conjunction of phonological and semantic information. The regular past tense, as well as consistencies amongst irregular items, are primarily encoded and supported by the phonological component of these models (Joanisse and Seidenberg, 1999; Seidenberg, 1997). Whilst meaning is activated for all real verbs, the
interaction between semantics and phonology is most critical for the irregular items as this form of semantic constraint helps to overcome the tendency to generate a regularised form. This form of constraint, whilst present for regular verbs, is superfluous. Novel verbs, by definition, have no associated meaning (Patterson et al., 2001). The results of the ATL rTMS in this study fit precisely with this framework. When the ATL semantic system is suppressed by rTMS then the semantic input to verb elicitation is partially compromised. This would be expected to have an effect on irregular verb generation (indexed by slower elicitation times) but to leave regular and novel verb generation unaffected. The alternative account suggests that the past tense is captured best by two separate elements: a rule-based procedure that generates the regular inflection and a lexicon that stores the irregular past tense form (Ullman et al., 1997). Proponents of this approach have associated the lexical component broadly within the temporal lobe, so it is possible that the current rTMS results also fit with this account and a design that targets different temporal lobe regions would be needed to address this account. This theory is silent, however, on the role of semantic memory in language processing or how this might be underpinned by the ATL.
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Figure 1: Past tense elicitation time before and after ATL rTMS.

Footnote: ATL = anterior temporal lobe, rTMS = repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation. Error bars denote standard error of the mean per condition. Asterisks mark significant effect of rTMS on elicitation times.